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OUR PROCESS 
McCormick team members from around the world embarked 
on a five-month journey to  learn what’s next  in flavor. 
This process included:
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THE FORECAST 
INVESTIGATION
Embracing a hybrid approach to our 
discovery process, our team of chefs, 
marketers, and product developers 
around the world participated in a 
mix of virtual and in-person sessions 
igniting a passionate pursuit of 
flavor once again.



THE EXPERT 
INTERVIEWS
We spoke with a series of 
chefs, food historians, 
bloggers, and other food 
influencers to learn what 
others are seeing and tasting 
outside of McCormick. 

Atim Ukoh, Blogger, Nigeria

Asma Khan, Chef &
Restaurant Owner, UK

Manu Buffara, Chef, Brazil

Cara Stadler, Chef, US

Adrian Miller, Author, US

Internal use only
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THE VIRTUAL 
CHEF-LED DEMOS
We participated in three virtual culinary 
experiences as our team of expert chefs and 
product developers led us through 
inspirational recipe creation and flavor 
exploration. This allowed us to cook and taste
together, at the same time, around the globe.

RECIPES:
● Chili Crab Sauce and Bao Fries, Chef Juriaan and Mark, Canada
● Unexpected Ice Cream Sandwich, Chef Hadar, U.S.
● Sinigang na Bangus sa Bayabas, Chef Johan, Philippines
● Upcycled Shrimp Chips, Chef Kevan, U.S.



GLOBAL 
IMMERSIONS
7 Regional Expeditions
267 Dishes Tasted
104 Drinks Tried
88 Total Hours

While still facing global travel restrictions, 
our team divided and conquered through 
regional food safaris. Engaging local chefs 
and influencers, we each tasted in our own 
region to  report  back to  the broader team.



WHAT OUR DISCOVERY PHASE UNCOVERED...

INCREASED TIME SPENT AT HOME

We are observing a 
slowdown and a 
speed-up, which 
manifests as a desire  
to  learn more and 
live intent ionally, 
while  cont inually 
taking act ion and 
doing our part .

APPRECIATION OF CRAFT AND TIME

TAKING ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

AESTHETICS MATTER BUT FLAVOR MATTERS MORE

COMPLEXITY OF CULTURAL DIALOGUE AND UNDERSTANDING 



The Flavor Forecast 22nd Edition spotlights the nuance, 
complexity, and passion that goes into a perfect bite.

Whether it’s by amplifying the contributions of individuals 
passionately pioneering flavor, deepening the appreciation of 
subtle sweetness, or honoring the time spent crafting 
layered eating experiences, this edition is all about…

UNSUNG INFLUENCES
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22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Press pause on the world, and the world will 
cook. Given the gift  of t ime through heightened 
isolat ion and reflect ion around the globe, 
more people  are  cooking than ever before . 
And the luxury ingredient? Time. 

Our time is the luxury ingredient, whether 
invested or saved, it’s being savored.



22ND EDITION 
TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Saving Time
Finding techniques and 
ingredients that  offer 
convenience and efficiency, while 
maintaining flavor.

• Ingredient shortcuts: recipe mixes, 
marinades, seasoning blends

• Technique hacks:cutting butter into 
smaller pieces for baking

Preserving a
Point in Time

Playfully preserving flavor to 
deepen and shift flavors resulting 
in new taste experiences.

• Capturing peak produce seasons
• Fermentation
• Pickling & vinegars
• Canning

Slowing Down 
Time

Deep, rich, layered, and complex 
flavors that are only achieved 
with time and attention.

• Processing:dry-aging, curing
• Preparing: brining, smoking
• Slow heat: roasting, braising (osso 

buco, short ribs, utilizing lesser cuts of 
meat)



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT SIGNALS

4x Increase
The “slow living” trend has been growing 
exponentially on YouTube, and is closely associated 
with popular themes of simple living and minimalism. 
We found a stunning 4X increase in views of videos 
with “slow living” in the title in 2020 compared to 
2019. The data indicates many of us have been 
inspired to take up hobbies and explore interests that 
we previously considered too time-consuming.

M omentum 
Behind A 4-Day 
Work Week
In Japan, Microsoft embraced 
a four-day work week, and 
said in November that 
employees increased 
productivity by 40%, more 
than making up for the 20% 
drop in attendance by staff.

Time for TikTok
Consumers are connecting now more 
than ever through food and social 
media, sharing fun & educational time-
lapse videos of time-intensive food 
preparations (smoking, slow-cooking, 
brining, fermentation). With over 
3.3MM followers, TikTok influencer 
@cluelessbushcraft shares various ways 
to cure meat including preserving meat 
with maple syrup.

Braised  Flavors
75% increase globally in braised 
flavored foods and beverage 
products from 2017 – 2021*

*Mintel GNPD



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Korean “Twice Smash” 
Burger
Chef Ian Craddock, UK

“In today’s busy lifestyle, midweek we see consumers 
looking for shortcut hacks to create delicious meals. Think 
quick pickles, fast marinades, and one-pot wonders. 
Whereas at the weekend, cooks are dedicating time to 
embrace slow-cooked techniques, preserving leftovers or 
experimenting with peels and parts of vegetables that 
would previously be thrown away.”
- Ian Craddock, Senior Research Chef, UK 

• Smashing technique for deeper 
flavor and quicker cooking 

“Pickling”

In the last year, Google 
searches for “pickling” averaged 
189k searches a month.*

*US Google Search Data



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

The Smoothest 
Hummus
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

“If you go on TikTok you’ll constantly see “Time Saving Hack” 
or “Do these 3 Things to Save Time” videos. This type of 
content is popular because consumers want to maximize the 
time in their daily schedule so they can spend more time doing 
the activities they enjoy; watching videos about how to save 
time doing the cooking, cleaning, and other daily activities they 
prefer spending less time on.”
- Carrie Rock, Associate Customer Marketing Manager, US

• Baking soda acts as a quick 
tenderizer and texture enhancer 



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

One-Pan Hearty Green Shakshuka & 
Creamy French Onion One-Pan 
Pasta with M ushrooms
Chef Kevan Vetter, US

“Easy Dinner Ideas”

In the last year, Google searches 
for “easy dinner ideas” averaged 
256k searches a month.*

“A positive side to Covid is that all of us have realized how 
important our family and friends are and that time is 
especially precious. Consumers will either look for ingredients 
and recipes that save cooking time to rather spend with 
family or look to ingredients and recipes that bring families 
closer while preparing together.”
- Sunelle Roux, Category & Consumer Insights Manager EMEA, South Africa

• One-pan – the ult imate t ime saver!

*US Google Search Data



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Carrot Lox
Chef David Burnett, Canada

“Since the dawn of cuisine and cooking, time has always been a recipe 
or dish's most important ingredient. Whether it's just 5 seconds over 
an open flame to add smoky notes or 5 hours of slow braising to 
achieve complexity and depth, time is the constant ingredient. In 
today's busy world, having the gift of time or wishing you had more 
time dictates our mealtime choices… Never has this idea of time as an 
ingredient been more relevant and top of mind as it is now.” 
- Chef David Burnett, Senior Culinary Manager, Canada 

• Salt  curing vegetables, which adds 
flavor and texture, is a quicker 
process than t radit ional lox



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Sipping Sours
Chef Juriaan Snellen, Canada

• Fermentat ion, if you have the t ime 
• Fermentat ion alternat ives, if you don’t

“It’s amazing how time is an essential factor in bringing out the 
best in ingredients. May it be through fermentation – being an 
excellent probiotic and also, in dry-aging – giving a deeper 
flavor and enhanced texture of meats.”
- Chef Johan Movido, Senior Innovations Manager, Philippines



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Tepache
Chef Ricardo Mejia, Mexico

“There are so many processes in cooking in which Time is 
an imperative ingredient; and yet, it’s so easy to overlook 
and underappreciate since it’s ‘free’. This is a great 
opportunity to celebrate that elusive ingredient, these days 
when people learn to appreciate time and be purposeful.” 
- Hadar Cohen Aviram, Culinary Manager, US

• 2-3 days fermentat ion to  preserve 
and deepen flavor

M ango Kimchi
Chef Johan Movido, Philippines

“M aking Kimchi”

Google searches for “Making 
Kimchi” were up 50% in Jan 2022 
compared to Dec 2021.*

Fermented Products

29% increase in global food and 
beverage launches with fermented in 
the product description (2017-2021)**

*US Google Search Data
**Mintel GNPD



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Dry-Aged Duck 
Breast
Chef Len King, US

“The reward for investing the time and allowing a dish to slowly 
reach perfection through slow cooking is not only in the tasting 
but also in the time gained. Combining the right flavour
components and letting them quietly do their thing, affords the 
creator the luxury of busying themselves elsewhere.” 
- Michelle Zammit, Senior Culinary Development Chef, Australia 

• Dry-aging for several days increases 
the depth of flavor and creates a 
firmer texture 



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT

Homemade Labneh
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

“Over the last several years, we have all become far more conscious 
of the time in our lives, and the cooking we do has become a major 
part of that. Whether that’s been learning the worthwhileness of 
time spent in the kitchen or the value in finding time-saving methods 
that result in something equally delicious, this is the moment to 
recognize the importance of time in the kitchen. There are so many 
tips and techniques for both saving time in the kitchen, as well as 
taking the time to develop deep, rich, nuanced flavors.”
- Rachel Gooding, Senior Research Chef, US

• Passive pat ience!



22ND EDITION  TIME AS A LUXURY INGREDIENT TRY IT
At Home
● Use the 5-minute massage technique and 

Grill Mates Mesquite Marinade on flank 
steak for maximum flavor

● To create extra crispy taters, add ¼ 
teaspoon baking soda to break down 
potatoes just before roasting 

● Innovation opportunity: a set of new blends 
for pickling fresh vegetables

● Capture the flavor of a 16-hour ramen broth 
with Flavor Inspirations Umami Ramen

● Practice patience and take the time to make 
your own ricotta at home, customizing with 
McCormick Garlic and Onion, Black Pepper 
and Sea Salt All Purpose Seasoning

On the Menu
● Upgrade your current chicken sandwich with 

Mango Kimchi 

● Add a plant-based, salt-cured Carrot Lox to 
your brunch menu. (It’s quicker than curing 
traditional lox!)

● Experiment with time and dry-aging 
different proteins like duck

Experiment with Upcycling

● Create Chef Kevan’s Ginger Coconut Shrimp 
Chips using McCormick Culinary Ground 
Turmeric and McCormick Culinary Crushed 
Red Pepper

On the Bench
Delivering cuisine-inspired, ‘created  
from cooking’ profiles

Natural reaction flavors bring ‘time-
intensive sweet & savory flavor’ to life in 
diverse applications.

• Baked Spiced Cake Flavor

• Wok Flavor

• Sauerkraut Flavor 

• Range of ripeness 

Slow simmered real bone broth bases

• Deliver made-from-scratch taste with our 
bone broth bases for soup, sauces, gravies, 
and more.
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22ND EDITION 
PLUS SWEET

Skip the full-on sugar rush.
Everything we once thought
about what it means to be sweet
is off the table.

Sweetness is intermingled with any and all 
other flavors to create an unexpected 
complexity that delights the senses in a 
brilliant new way. 

Bitter

Earthy

Briny

Floral

Nutty

SaltySavory

Smoky

Sour

Spiced

Umami

Spicy

Herbal

+ Sweet



22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET SIGNALS

Seeking Balance
"We have studied how global consumer 
attitudes have shifted due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, and one of the major themes is 
balance… With this new appreciation for 
balance comes a desire to move past the 
super-sweet and indulgent comfort foods of 
the early pandemic, and instead to seek out 
more complex, layered food experiences.”

– Allie Herold, Consumer & Market Insight Manager, US

New Research
“Sugar turns on the aging programs in 
your body. The more sugar you eat, the 
faster you age.” — Dr Robert Lustig. 
UCSF, Sugar: The Bitter Truth

Rising Plus 
Sweet  Flavors
Cinnamon, Cumin, Chili 
Pepper, Smoke, Rose, 
Rosemary, Plum, 
Watermelon, Manuka 
Honey, and Yuzu**

Sweet  & Spicy
In the last year, we have seen 57.6k 
mentions of ‘Sweet & Spicy’ across 
US & Canadian social media 
platforms.*

*Social listening via the following channels: Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, Feb 2021-Jan 2022
**Mintel GNPD



DTC INNOVATION To bring the Flavor Forecast to consumers like never 
before, we are int roducing 2 new blends in the US. 

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

The Process: Agile Innovation at its finest! 

Aug ’21 – Nov ‘21: DTC & PD team engaged 
midway through discovery, allowing us to ideate 
dozens of potential blends.

Jan ’22 – Mar ‘22: in a matter of 3 months, we 
executed final formulas, data, graphics and 
recipes, and completed full production at 
Mojave for 2 unique blends!

Apr ‘22: we launch our first-ever Flavor 
Inspirations x Flavor Forecast blends!

Miso Caramel

● Fusion Flavor

● Complex & elevated 
take on salted 
caramel

Vanilla, Lime, &
Thyme

● Next-generation 
Creamsicle

● Nod to 
McCormick core 
herbs & vanilla

Special thanks to: Talia D'Adamo, Sunny Levine Larry Tong, Katharyn Tupitza, Madison Cahill, Ross Romero, Rachel Menon, Ryan Oster, Monika Kurela, Laura Pappas, 
Heather Gray, Janet Schrock-Leal, Jeremy Weker, Reeba Ivan, and the Mojave Plant Team (Jerome Gaoiran, Betty Sandoval, Ina Villacampa, Ofelia Macias, Gabby Ramirez)

Miso Caramel
is on the  Rise
+4k Instagram mentions, digital 
media, cookbooks, restaurant menus, 
and the Great British Bake Off
media, cookbooks, restaurant menus, 



Umami & Salty 
+ SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

M iso Caramel
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

“As we experiment with global ingredients more and more, 
sweet flavour pairings are evolving and taking new 
directions. Think miso caramel as the evolution of the ever-
popular salted caramel, or sweet floral and smoky flavours
coming to the forefront in drinks, desserts, or marinades.” 

– Ian Craddock, Senior Research Chef, UK 



Savory, Umami, & 
Nutty + SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

M iso Caramel Pork 
Skewers
Chef Kevan Vetter, US

“Sweetness in savory development is an underutilized 
ingredient; it helps lift up certain notes which would 
otherwise be muted.” 

– Brian Javier, Associate Scientist-Product Development, US



Herbal, Spiced, & 
Smoky + SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Unexpected Ice  Cream 
Sandwich
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

Smoky notes and black pepper mean a deeper, 
not-as sweet  ice cream. Served in a rosemary 
scone, this sandwich makes an unexpected bite!

“Sugar tends to overwhelm and ‘preoccupy’ our flavor 
receptors. By reducing it, we make room for other flavors 
and nuances to surface, and delight us in more surprising, 
unexpected ways.” 

– Hadar Cohen Aviram, Culinary Manager, US



Herbal & Briny 
+ SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Olive Conserve
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

“Consumers are always searching for something sweet. This 
has evolved into blurred lines when combining sweet flavours
with others. We’ve seen in the African market how sweet 
dessert flavours are being used on historically savoury-only 
snack bases and are performing above expectation.” 

– Sunelle Roux, Category & Consumer Insights Manager EMEA, South Africa



Spicy & Sour
+ SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Spicy Chapman
Chef Ricardo Mejia, Mexico

“At a time when more and more attention is being paid to our 
food and health, it is normal to reduce our sugar intake. 
Combining our sweet dishes with new spicy, smoky, umami 
flavors will lead us to new discoveries.”

– Hugues Marrec, Senior Research Chef, France



Floral & Salty 
+ SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Sweet  Cheese Tea
Chef Gabby Quintana, US

“This trend is delicious and relevant as more consumers are 
looking to reduce or cut out sugar from their diets. Sugar-
free typically has a not-so-tasty connotation, but diving into 
the balance and addition of non-sweet flavor profiles really 
changes the desserts and sweets space for the tastier.”

– Natalie Kansler, Associate Content Producer, US 



Smoky & Umami
+ SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Sweet  Corn ‘Ribs’ with M aple  
Glaze and M iso But ter
Chef Ian Craddock, UK

“Consumers don’t want to pick sides between their favorite 
flavors. They want it all! Consumers love to get a 2 for 1 
flavor blast in their meals, beverages, and snacks whether it’s 
through classic combos like sweet+salty, earthy+smoky, or 
spicy+umami!”

– Carrie Rock, Associate Customer Marketing Manager II, US



Nutty, Bitter, & 
Savory + SWEET

22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET

Tahini Brownies
Chef Hadar Cohen Aviram, US

“As someone with a flavour preference for savoury, the 
insight of mixing and matching sweetness with savoury
elements spoke to me. The addition of alternate flavours like 
umami, sour, salty, and spice, etc. lifts and balances the 
sweetness in so many traditional dessert dishes.”

– Michelle Zammit Senior Culinary Development Chef, Australia 



22ND EDITION  PLUS SWEET TRY IT
At Home
● Experiment with savory and umami flavors 

on ice cream like miso caramel, olive oil, and 
chili crisp

● Sprinkle OLD BAY Seasoning on hot 
chocolate

● Toss a handful of cocoa nibs into gameday 
chili 

● Add herbal plus sweet flavor to shrimp tacos 
with Flavor Inspirations Vanilla, Lime, & 
Thyme Seasoning

● Try Chef Hadar’s Unexpected Ice Cream 
Sandwich using Stubbs Liquid Smoke

● Innovation opportunity: add a Sweet Heat 
flavor to the Frank’s RedHot lineup 

On the Menu
Recreate some of our favorite dishes

● Add unexpected flavors to your charcuterie 
board with the herbal, briny, and sweet 
Olive Conserve

● Surprise patrons’ tastebuds with the sour, 
sweet heat of the Spicy Chapman

● Experiment with miso glazes, like the spicy 
sherry miso glaze using McCormick 
Gourmet Organic Smoked Paprika and 
Crushed Red Pepper

● Innovation opportunity: extend DTC Miso 
Caramel seasoning into foodservice 

On the Bench
Plus Sweet  is limit less on the bench! 

Add flavor depth complexity to both sweet and 
savory applications

● FlavorCell®, our proprietary flavor 
technology allows you to deliver complex, 
layered flavors with sequential release, like 
pineapple + habanero

Utilize flavor to ensure drinks, bakery and 
other typical sweet applications with reduced 
sugar or alternative sweeteners taste great.

● Spiced, spicy, or herbal notes can provide 
balanced flavor

● FlavorFull, our modulation technology 
enhances flavor to counter sour or off-notes 
resulting from sugar removal



FOOD 
STORIES

22ND FLAVOR 
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22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

As a new foundational pillar of the Flavor Forecast, Food
Stories recognizes both a flavor and the story behind it.

Pioneering new flavors requires experimentation, skill, 
confidence, and resilience. Through Foood Stories, we 
celebrate those that chart new territories and explore 
flavors that surprise, delight, and transport us to shared 
experiences.



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORY: THE POWER OF WOMEN IN FOOD & FLAVOR

During discovery, we witnessed an 
overarching theme behind  the rising 
global flavor profiles we were t racking: 
the individuals passionately bringing them 
to life  are  women with inspiring stories. 

From professional chefs and restaurant operators to the 
grandmothers passing down recipes to keep generational 
techniques alive, this year’s food story recognizes the 
power of women in food and flavor in a contemporary way. 



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORY: THE POWER OF WOMEN IN FOOD & FLAVOR

An influence behind this story, and a longtime 
champion for the other women in food and flavor, 

we are  dedicat ing this year’s Flavor Forecast  report  to  
M egan Ford .



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES SIGNALS

A look at 
20 30
“In 2030, nearly half of all 
business ventures in the 
world will be launched by 
women.” – Mauro Guillen, 
Wharton Professor

The Foodservice 
Landscape
Over the past five years, 
the number of professional 
female chefs in the UK has 
risen by a third.2

At Home
84% of women are the sole preparer 
of meals in the household.3

42% of US women say they usually 
follow family recipes.4

1Innova Database
2Financial Times, How things are changing for women in the kitchen, Dec 2021 
3Today’s Primary Shopper”, Private Label Manufacturers Association
4Mintel: Cooking in America, US – 2021

On the Shelf
Globally, new food and beverage 
launches with a “woman-owned” 
claim have seen a CAGR of 48% 
from 2019-2021. Bakery and 
Confection make up 30% of 
launches.1



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

Iman’s 
Story
Highlighting a chef whose goal is 
to  int roduce consumers to  
Egypt ian cuisine, thereby cultural 
curiosity, by craft ing deeply 
personal and connect ive d ishes.

PIONEERING FLAVOR
Bringing Egyptian culture and flavor to the suburban consumer in an 
approachable, plant-based format.

Iman Moussa is the owner and operator of Koshary Corner, a vegan fast-
casual concept with a focus on Egypt’s national dish: the Koshary bowl. 
Koshary Corner was founded with a progressive vision to spread 
compassion for the planet through plant-based cuisine and better the 
world one Koshary bowl at a time. 

Iman shows her unwavering commitment to this mission through 
Koshary Corner’s partnerships with local food charities and employment 
of immigrant and refugee women.

Iman’s Red 
Lent il Soup
Featuring cumin, coriander, 
and black pepper



Egyptian Street Food Every bite  of Egyptian Street Food offers up rich 
layers of flavor, playful textures, and brilliant color. 

22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

RELEVANT 
SENSORY NOTES

Street food presentation—
portable and rustic Familiar, yet intriguing

Balanced, harmonized flavors—
lots of ingredients, but no single 
ingredient steals the show

Lots of textural variety, from 
light and airy falafel to crispy 
onions on koshary

Notable Flavors & Ingredients
● Ingredients: cumin, cardamom, cinnamon, Egyptian 

Seven Spice, fava beans, onions

● Plant-based: particularly inland, delicious meals are 
prepared from vegetables, legumes, and spices

“Egypt ian restaurant  
near me”

Consumers are hungry for 
Egyptian cuisine! In the last year, 
Google searches for Egyptian 
restaurants increased by 140% 
and “Egyptian desserts” 
increased by 170%*

*US Google Search Data



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

Egyptian
Sobia Drink
Chef Hugues Marrec, France

Koshary
Chef Rachel Gooding, US

Knafeh
Chef Kevan Vetter, US

“There’s something magical that happens when 
people share the cuisine of their culture. And 
women, whether a food scientist to a chef to a 
mom – are often the protectors and guides of 
that magic.”

– Deirdre Burgess, Director of Marketing Communications, McCormick FONA, US



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

Monica’s 
Story
Highlighting a restaurant owner 
and operator who celebrates 
regional Indian flavors through 
small plates in a romant ic and 
contemporary set t ing. Because 
why can’t Indian cuisine make for 
the perfect date night? 

PIONEERING FLAVOR
Reshaping the boundaries of Indian cuisine 

Owner Monica Saxena wanted aRoqa to be a restaurant and 
cocktail bar where anniversaries and birthdays to everyday happy 
hours feel special in its festive atmosphere with a chic ambiance. 
aRoqa fuses authentic Indian flavors with fanciful presentations
to have discerning New York and Global clientele thrill both their 
palates and their eyes.

“For me, it was, why can’t 
Indian food be served in a 
tapas-plate concept? And with 
good cocktails.”
— Monica Saxena

M onica’s 
M arigold  & 
Smoke Cocktail
Featuring black peppercorns



Indian Date Night Transforming t radit ional Indian dishes and drinks with 
approachable, yet  elevated and authent ic flavor.

22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

RELEVANT 
SENSORY NOTES

Small, shareable plates & 
visually appealing Warming, spicy, and earthy Touches of cooling sauces Sweet and smoky qualities

Notable Flavors & Ingredients
● Spices: Indian leaf, chilis, saffron, black salt, fenugreek, 

rosewater, ajwain, garam masala, cardamom, turmeric, 
onion, garlic, ginger

● The typical Indian dish contains around seven different 
ingredients 

Small Plates 
INCEPTION

According to Datassential, 
Indian Small Plates is in its 
inception phase, stating 
“small plate upscale casual 
dining and fine dining Indian 
restaurants are popping up 
across the country.”



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES

Small Plate
Indian Sambar
Chef David Burnett, Canada

Vada Pav
Chef Rachel Gooding, US

Bhel Poha
Chef Rachel Gooding, US

“Some of modern cuisines best innovations come 
from adaptation, new interpretation and 
reinvention of classical global street dishes: 
Modern upgrades to classical recipes and 
techniques are energizing menus!”

– Len King, Senior Research Chef, US



22ND EDITION  FOOD STORIES TRY IT
At Home
Launch new product innovation and 
inspire  experiment  with featured  
Food Stories at  home

● Build your own Koshary bowl at home with 
French’s Crispy Fried Onions

● Build an Indian Date Night-inspired 
charcuterie board 

● Innovation Opportunity: Partner with Iman 
Moussa to tell her food story and launch an 
Egyptian 7-Spice blend

On the Menu
Inspire  operators to  bring authent ic 
flavors and  techniques forward

● Try Bhel Poha for a new spin on your classic 
snack mix

● Create koshary using McCormick Whole 
Cumin for the cumin sauce on the lentils

● Inspire and connect with patrons by 
featuring your restaurant’s chef and their 
story on menu

On the Bench
Use the moment  to  teach consumers 
about  the stories that  celebrate  both 
authent ic and  t ransformat ional 
Egypt ian and  Indian cuisine. Translate  
those flavor profiles in an array of 
applicat ions.

● Egyptian 7 spiced seasoned fava bean chips

● Tamarind and ginger seasoned Bhel Poha  
(rice puff) snack mix

● Sambhaar seasoned lentils or lentil chips

● Turmeric, ginger & golden raisin granola

● Coconut Sobia Refresher

● Koshary Ready Meal with crispy fried onions



Celebrating the UNSUNG INFLUENCES of flavor is 
expressed through love letters to our mother 
cuisines and traditions, through perfectly 
composed harmonies of sweet delicacy, and by 
honoring our time and honing our craft.

Now, it’s time to find inspiration within the Flavor 
Forecast 22nd Edition for you!
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THANK YOU Veronica_Collins@McCormick.com




